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For two decades we have assumed we would address the climate challenge through a demand 

pricing mechanism; the difficult politics of that approach have placed it on indefinite hold. A 

technology strategy, however, is gradually coming forward to address issues of energy 

sustainability and efficiency.  

 

This talk will attempt to access that evolving energy technology policy, focusing on the 

organizational challenges particularly at the federal government level. Issues reviewed will 

include two major underlying structural innovation issues: the problem of scale for energy R&D, 

and the difficulty of innovating in a complex established energy sector. Also reviewed will be 

progress in organizing the “front end” of the energy innovation system at the Department of 

Energy, including the role of the new R&D agency, ARPA-E. The remaining major challenges 

on the “back end” of the energy innovation system will be discussed, particularly the potential 

“back end” role of the Defense Department in test bed and initial market stages. The challenge 

for startup and entrepreneurial U.S. energy firms given intense international competition will be 

discussed, as will as further elements that could be applied in developing an energy technology 

strategy.   

  

William B. Bonvillian is Director of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Washington, 

D.C. Office. At MIT, he works to support MIT’s strong and historic relations with federal R&D 

agencies, and its role on national science policy. Prior to that position, he served for 17 years as a 

senior policy advisor in the U.S. Senate. His legislative efforts included science and technology 

policies and innovation issues. He worked extensively on legislation creating the Department of 

Homeland Security, on Intelligence Reform, on defense and life science R&D, and on national 

competitiveness and innovation legislation.  

  

He received a B.A. from Columbia University with honors; an M.A.R. from Yale Divinity 

School in religion; and a J.D. from Columbia Law School, where he also served on the Board of 

Editors of the Columbia Law Review.   

  

Hosted by the Department of Science, Technology and Society/Public Policy, College of Liberal 

Arts. 

  

For more information please contact Prof. Ron Hira, rxhgpt@rit.edu or 585-475-7052. 
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